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Abstract
Studies show that multiple-element antenna arrays

(MEA) with n transmitters andn receivers can achieven
more bits/Hz than single-antenna systems in an inde-
pendent Rayleigh fading environment. In this paper, we
explore the behavior of MEA capacities in a more realis-
tic propagation environment simulated via the WiSE ray
tracing tool. We impose an average power constraint and
collect statistics of the capacity,Cwf and mutual informa-
tion Ieq. In addition, we derive mathematically the
asymptotic growth ratesCwf/n and Ieq/n as for
two cases: (a) independent fadings and (b) spatially cor-
related fadings between antennas.Cwf/n and Ieq/n con-
verge to constantsCwf* and Ieq*, respectively in case (a),
and toCwf

o and Ieq
o in case (b).Cwf

o and Ieq
o predict
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The first goal of this paper is to explore the MEA
capacities in a more realistic propagation environments
where the fadings are not necessarily Rayleigh nor inde-
pendent. Our work seeks to determine the capacityCwf
when the transmitter knows the channeland optimum
power allocation(water-filling) is used. Secondly, we
compute the mutual informationIeq with equal power
allocationof the MEA system and investigate the perfor-
mance degradation when compared toCwf.

We study the behavior of MEA capacities through
simulation and analysis. For simulation, we use the
WiSE (Wireless System Engineering)1 [6] software tool
to model explicitly the channel response between a trans-
mitter and a receiver placed inside an office building. For
analysis, we model the multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) Rayleigh-fading channel as a matrixH. We
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very closely the slope observed in simulations, even
moderaten = 16.

I.  Introduction
The signals propagating through the wireless chan

experience path loss and distortion due to multipa
fading and additive noise. These impairments, along w
the constraints of power and bandwidth, limit the syste
capacity. In the past, multiple antennas are used at
receiver to combat multipath fading of the desired sign
e.g. maximal ratio combining mentioned in [1], or to
suppress interfering signals, e.g. optimal combining
[2]. Recent studies report that using MEAs at both en
delivers significantly higher bit-rates than single-anten
systems ([3], [4]). In [4], Foschini and Gans considern
transmitting andn receiving antennas, with i. i. d. nar-
rowband Rayleigh fading between antenna pai
Assume that power is allocated equally over all transm
ters, the MEA mutual information (Ieq) is reported to
grow linearly withn for a given fixed average transmitte
power. An MEA system achieves almostn more bits/Hz
for every 3 dB increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR
compared to the single antenna case, which on
achieves one additional bit/Hz.

In practice, correlation exists between the signa
transmitted by or received at different antennas. Corre
tion may arise if the antenna elements are not spaced
apart enough, e.g., Lee pointed out in [5] that th
required antenna spacing to obtain correlation coefficie
between signals to be less than 0.7 is approximately
wavelengths for broadside case and 15-20 waveleng
for inline case. The presence of a dominant line-of-sig
component can also affect the MEA capacities.
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study howCwf andIeqbehave asn grows large. We show
almost sure convergence of the asymptotic growth ra
Cwf/n and Ieq/n considering two cases: (a) when fading
between different antenna pairs are independent and
when these fadings are correlated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow
In Section II, we model the channel as a MIMO syste
with flat frequency response. Using this mathematic
model in Section III, we present information-theoreti
results for the capacity of MEA systems and analyze
asymptotic growth rate asn grows large. In Section IV,
we present capacity estimates for the simulated chann
and discuss the discrepancies between these results
the asymptotic capacities predicted by theory. We brie
describe how WiSE is used to represent the indoor pro
gation environment that our study is based on. Conc
sions are presented in Section V.

II.  Channel Model
The following notation will be used throughout the

paper: for vector transpose, for transpose conjuga
for the identity matrix,E[.] for expectation, and

underline for vectors.

A. Basic Channel Model

We consider a single-user, point-to-point commun
cation channel withn transmitting andn receiving
antennas, with no co-channel interference. We assu
that the channel response is flat over frequency. T
approximation is reasonable if the communication ban

1. WiSE is a ray tracing tool that predicts RF propagation in
specific building, based on off-line experimenta
measurements.
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width, W, is much less than the coherent bandwidth. In
our simulated channels, the maximum delay spread1 is
24 ns. The coherence bandwidth is approximately the
reciprocal of the delay spread, which is 42 MHz. There-
fore the frequency response can be considered flat as
long asW is much less than 40 MHz.

We assume that the channel is linear time-invariant
and use the following discrete-time equivalent model:

(1)

is an vector whosejth com-
ponent represents the signal transmitted by thejth
antenna. Similarly, the received signal and received noise
are represented by vectors, and , respectively,
where and represent the signal and noise received
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When n antennas are used, we denote the MEA
capacity and mutual information asCwf(n) and Ieq(n),
respectively. For the case withn = 1, the capacity is:

bps/Hz. (2)

In the high-SNR regime, each 3-dB increase ofPtot/N0W
yields a capacity increase of 1 bps/Hz.

A. Capacity With Water-filling Power Allocation

In this section, we assume the transmitter has perfect
knowledge about the channel. Thus,Ptot can be allocated
most efficiently over the different transmitters to achieve
the highest possible bit rate, which is given by:

 bps/Hz, (3)
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Cwf 1( ) I eq 1( )
2

1
Ptot

N0W
------------ H 2+ 

 log= =

C n( ) = max detlog I
HQH†
----------------+
at theith antenna. The complex path gain between tran

mitter j and receiveri is represented by , fori = 1, 2,
...,n and j = 1, 2, ...,n. We further assume that:

• The total radiated power isPtot, regardless ofn.
• The noiseZ, is an additive white complex Gaussia

random vector. Its components, ,i = 1, 2, ..., n,
are i. i. d. circularly symmetric complex Gaussia
random variables with variance .

We consider the following two cases:
1. H is known only to the receiver but not the trans

mitter. Power is distributed equally over all trans
mitting antennas in this case.

2. H is known at the transmitter and receiver. Ther
fore, power allocation can be optimized to max
mize the achievable rate over the channel.

In this work, we treatH as quasi-static.H is consid-
ered fixed for the whole duration of communication, thu
capacity is computed for each realization ofH without
time averaging. On the other hand,H changes if the
receiver is moved from one place to the other, which ha
pens over a much larger time scale. The capacityCwf and
mutual informationIeqassociated withH can be viewed
as random variables.

III.  Analysis of MEA Capacities
Channel capacity is defined as the highest rate

which information can be sent with arbitrarily low proba
bility of error [8]. SinceH is quasi-static, it is reasonable
to associateCwf to a specific realization ofH, for a fixed
Ptot and N0W. Throughout our analysis, we assumeHij
for i, j = 1, 2,...,n, are identically distributed with the
same variance . We assume tha
υ2 is the same for all fading gainHij for all positions of
the transmitting and receiving MEAs within their respec
tive work spaces.

1. Delay spread here refers to the difference between
arrival time of the earliest strong ray and the last strong ray th
arrive at the receiver.

Hij

Zi
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where Q is the covariance matrix ofX
( ), and must satisfy the average power co
straint:

. (4)

The achievable capacity ([9]) is:

, (5)

where µ satisfies ,

andΛi’s are the eigenvalues of .
The optimal solution that gives the capacity in (5)

analogous to the water-filling solutions for parallel Gau
sian channels [8].

B. Mutual Information With Equal Power Allocation

Here, we assume that equal power is radiated fro
each transmitting antenna, which is a natural thing to
when the transmitter does not know the channel. T
MEA mutual information is:

 bps/Hz. (6)

C. Asymptotic Behavior of Capacity

We investigate the growth ofIeq andCwf asn grows
large for two cases: (a) when path gains,Hij , are indepen-
dent, and (b) whenHij ’s are correlated. In both cases, w
assume thatHij ’s are identically distributed complex
Gaussian with variance . We define the avera
received SNR as .

1.  Assuming Independence of Path Gains
For a givenH, the capacity ofn-antenna MEA is

given by (5). TheΛi’s are random variables that depen
on H. For eachn, let Fn be the fraction ofΛi less than or
equal toΛ with n antennas:

wf Q 2 n N0W

n n×
Q E XX†[ ]=

tr Q( ) E Xi
2[ ]

i 1=

n
∑= Ptot≤

Cwf n( )
2

log Λiµ( )
+

i 1=

n∑=

µ 1
Λi
-----– 

  +

i
∑ Ptot=

HH†

I eq n( )
2
detlog I n

Ptot

nN0W
--------------- 

  HH†⋅+=

υ2

ρ υ2Ptot N0W⁄=



. (7)

Note that Ieq and Cwf depend onH only through the
empirical distribution ofΛi, Fn(Λ). The asymptotic prop-
erties of Cwf(n) depends on how the distributionFn
behaves asn approaches infinity. Khorunzhy et al, and
Yin studied convergence ofFn in [10]-[11]. The fol-
lowing almost sure convergence theorem is due to the
work by Silverstein et al in [12].

Theorem 1. DefineGn(Λ):= Fn(nΛ). Then, almost
surely,Gn converges to a nonrandom distribution G*,
which has a density given by:

(8)
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2.  Considering Correlation between Path Gains
Let ΨT be an matrix whose entryΨT

jk is the
correlation coefficient between signals transmitted byjth
antenna andkth antenna,

. (11)

In our model, we assume thatΨT
jk does not depend on

the index of the receiving antenna, i.e.p can be arbitrary
as long as . Similarly, letΨR be an

matrix whose entryΨR
pq is the correlation

between signals at receiverp and receiverq,

, (12)

and it is also assumed to be independent of the index of
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ΨT
jk E HpjH pk

∗[ ] E Hpj
2[ ]E Hpk

2[ ]⁄=

p 1 2 … n, , ,{ }∈
n n×

ΨR
pq E HpjHqj

∗[ ] E Hpj
2[ ]E Hqj

2[ ]⁄=
The scaling byn in the definition ofFn means that the
Λi are growing as ordern. After rescaling, the distribu-
tion converges to a deterministic limiting distribution, i.e
for largen, Fn(nΛ) looks similar for almost all realization
of H. Using this theorem, we derive the asymptot
growth rate of Cwf(n) as while keeping the
average received SNRρ constant.

Proposition 1.With almost sure convergence,

, where

(9)

andµ satisfies .

If we assume the transmitter always allocates
equal powerPtot/n to each transmitting antenna, th
mutual information is given by (6). Using Theorem 1, w
can prove the following proposition.

Proposition 2. With almost sure convergence,

, where

. (10)

With the above two propositions, we find thatCwf(n)
andIeq(n) scale likenCwf* andnIeq*, respectively. Using
L’Hopital’s rule, it can be shown that at low SNR,

,

while at high SNR, .

0 otherwise.


n ∞→

Cwf n( )
n

----------------- Cwf
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Cwf
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n

the transmitting antenna,j.
To simplify our analysis, we assume that correlatio

for Hij ’s when both transmitting and receiving antenna
are different is the product of the two one-dimension
correlation function mentioned above:

. (13)

We verify the validity of this assumption through WiSE
simulation. We estimate correlation ofHij ’s empirically
from 1000 realizations ofH for n = 2. Comparing the
product of ΨT

12 and ΨR
12 with the actual estimate of

, close agreement is found consistent
between the two over the range ofd that we consider.

The asymptotic results in previous section can
extended to the case when theHij ’s are correlated, under
certain assumptions on the covariance matricesΨR and
ΨT. In particular, we assume that the empirical distrib
tions of the eigenvalues ofΨR andΨT converge to some
limiting distributionsFR andFT, respectively. This will
be true if:

• the correlation between the fading at two antenn
depends only on the relative and not absolute po
tions of the antennas; and

• the antennas are arranged on a regular lattice, suc
in square grids or linear arrays, and as we scale up
number of antennas, the relative positions of adjace
antennas are fixed.
Under the above conditions, it can be shown th

almost surely, as ,

(14a)

and , (14b)

whereCwf
o and Ieq

o are constants that depend only o
the SNR and the limiting eigenvalues distributions ofΨR

andΨT. While these limits can be computed for arbitrar
SNR [13], we shall focus here only on the case when t
SNR is high. In this regime, particular simple expre

E H pjHqk
∗[ ] E Hpj

2[ ]E Hqk
2[ ]⁄ ΨR

pq ΨT
j k⋅=

E H11H22
∗[ ]

n ∞→

Cwf n( )
n

----------------- Cwf
o FR FT ρ, ,( )→

I eq n( )
n

-------------- I eq
o FR FT ρ, ,( )→



sions can be obtained. It can be shown that at high SNR,

(15)

where for eachx, ηR(x) is the unique solution to:

. (16)

The approximation in (15) is in the sense that the dif-
ference goes to zero as . It is shown in [13] that
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log2ρ log2ηR x( ) xd
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log2FT

1– x( ) xd
0
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∫
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+

≈

≈

FR
1– y( )

ηR x( ) xFR
1– y( )+

---------------------------------------- yd
0

1

∫ 1=

ρ ∞→

A/D converters that are available with current technology
limit the maximum SNR that can be exploited effec-
tively. Thus, we consider SNRs in the 18-22 dB range.
For all our simulations, we assumeW to be 10 MHz, and
N0 to be -170 dBm/Hz1, giving a total noise variance
N0W of -100.8 dBm. The capacity and mutual informa-
tion, Cwf(n) andIeq(n), are computed for differentn.

B. Simulation Results and Discussion

1.  Capacity and Mutual Information of MEAs
In this section, we consider square arrays for com-

pactness. The receivers are placed in room A. We con-
sidern = 1, 4, 9, 16, 25 and 36,d = 0.5λ, andρ = 18 dB.
The CCDFs forCwf(n) are plotted in Fig. 2 (solid lines).
The rightward shift of the curves shows thatCwf(n)
increases withn, because space diversity provides addi-
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with equality if and only if fadings are independent at th
receiver. Hence this term quantifies the capacity pena
due to correlation at the receiver. It can also be show
that

, (18)

with equality if and only if fadings are independent at th
transmitter. This term thus quantifies the capacity pena
due to correlation at the transmitter.

IV.  Ray-Tracing Channel Simulation

A. WiSE System Model

We use the experimentally based WiSE ray tracin
simulator [6] to generate the channel matrixH for the
indoor wireless environment of a two-floor office
building in New Jersey (see Fig. 1). We place the tran
mitting MEA on the first floor ceiling near the middle of
the office building throughout our study. Receivin
MEAs are placed with random rotations at 1000 ra
domly chosen positions in Room A, which is at interme
diate distance from the transmitter. We consider a carr
frequency of 5.2 GHz (wavelength,λ = 0.58 cm). The
MEAs consist of multiple omnidirectional antennas
arranged either in square grids or linear arrays with
horizontal planes. The separation between antenna
ments d is the same for both the transmitting an
receiving MEAs.

Since H varies for different receiver locations, we
estimate the channel varianceυ2, by averaging over 1000
realizations ofH, and over all possible antenna pairs,j to
i. We assume that the average received SNRρ, as defined
in Section III-C, should be high enough for low-error
rate communication. If SNR is too low, we need lon
codes to provide enough redundancy to combat the no
so that we can recover the desired signal with low err
probability at the receiver. The practical constraints o

log2ηR x( ) xd
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tional spatial degrees of freedom for transmission. O
performance indicator of interest is the capacity that c
be supported 95% of the time, i.e. 5 % channel outag
Using a single antenna yieldsCwf

0.05(1) = 5.9 bps/Hz
while MEAs with four antennas achieveCwf

0.05(4) = 20
bps/Hz, which is almost three and a half times larger. F
n = 36, we can get as high as 106 bps/Hz.

The CDDFs of Ieq(n) are also plotted in Fig. 2
(dashed lines). The advantage of having channel kno
edge at the transmitter for water-filling to be employed
illustrated by the horizontal gap between the CCDFs
Cwf(n) and Ieq(n). For smalln such asn = 4, the differ-
ence betweenCwf

0.05(4) and Ieq
0.05(4) is only about 1

bps/Hz (about 5% difference). This gap increases withn,
e.g. forn = 36,Cwf

0.05 is 11.3 % larger thanIeq
0.05

.
The relative capacity gain ofCwf(n) over Ieq(n) is

sensitive toρ andn. Cwf
0.05(n)/ Ieq

0.05(n) are plotted in
Fig. 3. The gain decreases asρ increases, and it decrease
at a slower rate for largern. Whenρ is small, knowing
the channel allows us to allocate power more efficien
to stronger subchannels and therefore achieve hig
capacity as compared to equal power distribution over
subchannels. Whenρ is large, there is sufficient power to
be distributed over all sub-channels, therefore the relat
strength of the subchannels become less important. Fon
= 4, the ratio decreases from 3 atρ = -10 dB to 1 atρ =
50 dB forCwf

0.05(n)/Ieq
0.05(n).

2.  Asymptotic Behavior of MEA Capacities
We study how MEA capacity behave asn grows large

in simulated channels. We only focus on the high SN
regime,ρ = 22 dB. SinceCwf(n)/Ieq(n) is close to 1 for
high SNR, we only consider water-filling capacityCwf .

For simplicity, we consider linear arrays where th
antenna-elements of MEA are equally spaced with tw
antenna spacings:d = 0.5 λ and 5λ. The transmitting
MEA is placed orthogonal to the long dimension of th

1. Typical two sided power spectral density of thermal noise
300 K (room temperature) for a receiver that is modeled as a

 resistance is -170.8dBm/Hz.Ω



hallway (“broadside” arrangement as in [5]). We esti-
mate the variance and eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix to computeCwf* andCwf

o using (9) and (15).
The average capacityCwf(n) for different n is com-

puted using 1000 realizations ofH, and is plotted in Fig.
4 for d = 0.5λ and 5 λ. The lighter dashed lines are
capacity approximated using the asymptotic growth rates
for correlated case, i.e. straight lines with slopeCwf

o.
The gap between simulation results and the asymptotic
results grows smaller for increasingn. For d = 5 λ,
Cwf(n)/n converges to 98 % ofCwf

o when n = 16. We
observe that there is a consistently huge gap between
Cwf(n) from simulation andnCwf* even for large antenna
spacings, such as 5λ. This is due to the correlation that is
not captured by the independent fading assumption used
to derive the asymptotic results in Section III-C-1.
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υ2
pairs and causes a smaller rate of growth in capacity. Our
simulation results show that for 0.5λ antenna spacing,
the simulated average capacityCwf is only 79% of the
predicted valuenCwf

o for n = 16 in the case of broadside
with ρ = 22 dB. When the antenna spacing is increased,
we see more agreement betweenCwf andnCwf

o. Indeed
with d = 5 λ, Cwf(n)/nCwf

o = 98% whenn = 16.
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If the assumptions in Section III-C-2 hold, and th
correlation is correctly captured by our model,Cwf(n)/n
should converge almost surely toCwf

o in the limit of
large n. In the last figure, we illustrate this asymptoti
behavior ofCwf(n)/n at large SNR by plotting the empir-
ical probability density functions (PDFs) ofCwf(n)/n for
n = 4, 9 and 16 withd = 0.5λ (strong correlation
betweenHij ’s) and d = 5 λ (less correlation between
Hij ’s). As n increases, the PDF becomes narrower a
has a higher peak value, i.e.Cwf(n)/n becomes less
random. In the limit of largen, we expect the PDF of
Cwf(n)/n to converge to an impulse function centered
the valueCwf

o. The narrowing PDF’s in Fig. 5 illustrate
the almost-surely convergence ofCwf(n)/n to Cwf

o. Note
that whend = 5 λ, the PDF’s are narrower and taller tha
when d = 0.5λ. This indicates that the rate of conver
gence is higher whend is larger, which is the case when
the correlation betweenHij is lower. Further analysis is
needed to understand how correlation affects the valid
of the asymptotic results in Section III-C whenρ is not
large.

V.  Conclusions
MEA systems offers potentially huge capacity gain

over single-antenna systems. With perfect chann
knowledge at the transmitter, water-filling solutions ca
be employed to achieve capacityCwf. Equal power allo-
cation is easier to implement, but this reduction in desi
complexity of the transmitter comes with a trade-o
becauseIeq can be significantly smaller thanCwf. The
water filling gain Cwf/Ieq is most significant when the
average received SNRρ is small. Cwf

0.05/Ieq
0.05 = 3.5

whenρ = -10 dB, but atρ = 50 dB, water filling gain is
negligible,Cwf

0.05/Ieq
0.05 .

Assuming i. i. d. path gains between differen
antenna pairs, theoretical analysis shows that t
capacity grows linearly with the number of antennasn in
the limit of largen. However, in a more realistic propaga
tion environment, correlation does exist between anten
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Ieq (with equal power allocation) for n = 1, 4, 9, 16, 25 &
36 at received ρ = 18 dB. MEA antennas are arranged in
square grids with d = 0.5 λ.
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We consider linear arrays with the transmitting MEA
placed parallel to the y-axis (broadside case). nCwf* and
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o are asymptotic results for correlated and
independent Hij, respectively (Section III-C).
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Fig. 3. Water-filling gain Cwf
0.05/Ieq

0.05 (solid lines) over
varying average received SNR, ρ, in room L147 for n = 4,
9 and 16. Antennas at both the transmitter and the
receiver are arranged in square grids in this case.

Fig. 5. Empirical probability density function of the normalized capacity Cwf(n)/n for n = 4, 9 and 16. We consider linear

arrays with antenna elements separated by 0.5 λ and 5 λ. The reference value is Cwf
o as predicted by the asymptotic

theory considering correlated Hij’s.
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